INTRODUCTION

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a chronic condition requiring a lifetime of effective self-management for optimal outcomes, and those with T1D often face ongoing challenges related to the stress and burden of having a chronic disease.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Broadly, they must learn to integrate self-management practices into daily routines, deal with the financial costs of the disease, and face potential social stigma or even discrimination associated with having T1D.\(^1\)\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^5\) Additionally, they must learn to cope with difficulties in achieving and maintaining glycemic goals and other treatment targets and slowing the onset of diabetes-related complications.\(^1\)\(^3\) Even sleep may be negatively affected.\(^6\)

Despite these challenges, many individuals with T1D are resilient and able to thrive and live healthy, satisfying lives.\(^7\) What is their secret? Researchers are now working to answer that question by studying “diabetes resilience,” with the goal of learning what people with T1D can do to successfully manage their disease, regardless of the difficulties it presents.\(^8\)\(^9\)

RESILIENCE: A GOAL WORTH WORKING TOWARD

Although resilience has sometimes been thought of as a personality trait, it is better defined as the achievement of positive outcomes in the face of adversity or significant risk.\(^8\)\(^10\) Examples of resilience in T1D may include maintaining good quality of life, attaining glycemic targets, minimizing risk of complications, and avoiding hypoglycemia, diabetic ketoacidosis, and diabetes-related hospitalizations.\(^8\)\(^11\) It is also important for those with T1D to have good experiences in other parts of their lives, such as satisfying social relationships and successes at work.\(^8\)

Defining resilience as the achievement of positive behavioral and health outcomes in the face of stress—rather than as a fixed trait that people have or don’t have—makes room for the possibility that most individuals can become resilient in some areas of their lives and that this resilience can be developed as new challenges or situations arise.\(^7\)\(^8\) For example, a child with T1D may be struggling socially and in school but, with encouragement and support from parents and doctors, works hard to implement more glucose monitoring and insulin injections, thereby demonstrating resilience in management behaviors.\(^8\)

FOSTERING RESILIENCE IN INDIVIDUALS

Each person with diabetes has a unique set of strengths, beneficial behaviors, positive attitudes, and support systems that they use to cope with challenges and support positive behavioral and health outcomes.\(^8\) Clinicians can help patients cultivate resilience by identifying these strengths and finding ways to leverage them to support diabetes care.\(^10\)
What does the patient do well?
What does the patient enjoy doing?
How could these strengths be used to help overcome challenges in diabetes management?

Examples: Certain personal characteristics can be used to address difficulties encountered in diabetes management. An individual who is self-assured and confident, for example, may be better able to avoid getting discouraged when faced with the demands of T1D. A person with a sense of humor may be more able to cope with challenging experiences and minimize diabetes burnout. An individual who is creative may feel empowered to find new solutions to address diabetes-related barriers.

What social and environmental assets does the patient possesses that could be used to combat adversity?

Examples: Perhaps the patient is a child with T1D who has supportive parents and family members. The patient may be a young adult with a roommate who wants to learn how to help in emergencies. An older individual may have a spouse or an involved adult child or caregiver who can join them for doctor visits. A person may have good health literacy that enables him to navigate healthcare systems or seek out people who can help. An individual may have excellent health insurance coverage or may live near a major diabetes center.

DIABETES ONLINE COMMUNITIES

Social media allows individuals with T1D to find peer support from others with T1D through various online platforms. Despite the potential risks of misinformation and privacy concerns, the diabetes online community offers a host of benefits, including peer support, and opportunities for self-expression, humor, and information sharing.12 Blogging can also be a resource for diabetes caregivers and patients and provides a platform for discussing personal experiences.12 In fact, individuals who participate substantially in the diabetes online community or in T1D-themed blogs are more likely to have lower blood glucose levels than those who participate less.12,13 They also report high levels of diabetes self-care and quality of life.13

ROLE OF MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS IN PROMOTING RESILIENCE

Psychologist, social workers, and other mental health professionals contribute to diabetes resilience by addressing psychosocial symptoms as well as problems with adjusting to having a chronic disease. They also help people with diabetes develop strategies to manage the relentless demands of self-management.14 Studies have found that individuals with diabetes have an increased risk of developing depression, anxiety, and disordered eating, which can affect diabetes self-management and the ability to reach glycemic targets. Referral to mental health professionals to prevent or manage these and other psychological difficulties can not only optimize quality of life but can also improve involvement with treatment plans. Psychologists and other mental health professionals can also help by teaching coping strategies, facilitating supportive family relationships, teaching social skills to obtain support, and using behavioral strategies to help patients achieve self-management goals.14
TIPS FOR TEACHING PATIENTS COPING STRATEGIES

Positive coping strategies, such as problem-solving, emotional expression, acceptance, and even distraction, are associated with resilient outcomes including lower HbA1c levels and improved quality of life compared with coping strategies that involve maladaptive or avoidant behaviors, such as denial, withdrawal, or wishful thinking. To help individuals with T1D use healthy coping strategies, clinicians can:

- Suggest individualized coping strategies that fit patient skills, strengths, and assets. Tailoring coping strategies to each individual can help them discover approaches that work for them. For example, if a person is a “planner” and likes to be organized, discuss using a more structured approach that incorporates goal-setting and strategic problem-solving. An individual who is more intuitive might prefer strategies that rely on accessing sources of social support or using relaxation techniques.

- Align diabetes recommendations with patient goals. It is important for clinical recommendations to match an individual’s priorities and preferences to maximize engagement and motivation. For example, clinicians may be more likely to focus on glycemic targets and other T1D-related health outcomes, whereas patients may want to lessen the daily burden of managing the condition. In this situation, you might consider ways to give priority to an individual’s goal while trying to find common ground. People with T1D may have an easier time maintaining motivation if their clinician’s recommendations support their own goals and concerns.

DIABETES TECHNOLOGY: HELP OR HINDRANCE?

Diabetes management technologies, such as continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) and/or insulin pumps, aim to decrease the burden of daily diabetes management tasks and improve clinical outcomes and quality of life. Therefore, these technologies are potential methods of fostering resilience. However, the sheer volume of data and added device maintenance may be burdensome for some individuals. For example, CGM may promote a sense of control and competence in a person who is analytical or enjoys working with numbers or patterns, but the same technology may be stressful for an individual who is overwhelmed by data or the noises or alarms generated by the devices. Additionally, a person who is having a difficult time coping with the relentlessness of T1D may find that the addition of technologies only contributes to feeling overwhelmed. More research is needed to fully realize the effects of diabetes technology on coping and resilience in T1D and which patients might benefit most from its use.

START THE CONVERSATION: PATIENT ENGAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RESILIENCE

When having conversations with patients about diabetes, clinicians should take care to not underestimate the power of words. A key element in effective patient engagement is to reinforce positive behaviors while avoiding the expression of negative or disparaging attitudes. Start the visit on a positive note with a strengths-based approach to support your relationship with the patient and optimize outcomes. Simply asking what is going well, taking the time to empathetically listen, and sharing in the patient’s sense of accomplishment, rather than immediately delving into difficulties and deficits, can help create a positive and supportive tone to the clinic visit.
It also matters what family members and caregivers say to their loved ones with T1D. Clinicians can encourage loved ones to engage in positive communications and feedback by explaining that upbeat, non-critical approaches are more beneficial than critical or negative approaches. Some examples that you can share with your patient’s family members or caregivers are shown in Table 1.

**TABLE 1. Examples for Family Members and Caregivers of People With T1D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITICAL</th>
<th>SUPPORTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your blood glucose is too high. You need to take better care of yourself.</td>
<td>I know that managing your blood glucose is hard work. How can I help you with that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you don’t get your blood sugar under control now, you’re going to have complications later on.</td>
<td>What can I do now to support your diabetes goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheer up, your diabetes could be a lot worse.</td>
<td>I am here to just listen if you need to complain or vent about your diabetes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES**

We hope that you found this to be a helpful summary on identifying and fostering resilience in your patients with T1D. The following are a selection of trusted online resources that provide education and support for persons with T1D, their family members, and caregivers that you and your patients may find helpful:

- Beyond Type 1 (https://beyondtype1.org)
- TypeOneNation, JDRF (https://typeonenation.org)
- PEP Squad, Diabetes Research Institute Foundation (www.diabetesresearch.org/PEP-Squad)
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